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CBB 3.04 RC4, the final RC is released.

Notes:
In the release, check for topic ID is added when a post is inserted according to a "weird"
problem reported by marco.

Template tuning planned in the release is postponded to next release, perhaps 3.05. By then,
new sets of templates are expected along with Xoops 2.015, with which Skalpa will demonstrate
real xhtml/semantically correct output for XOOPS.

Known Issues:
MySQL queries for massive data synchronization are still working for MySQL 4.1+ only. We
have solutions for 4.1- versions, but with very poor performance, so not released. (See
examples below)

Download CBB 3.04 RC4

Changelog 3.04 RC4
May 27th, 2006
=============
1 Bugfix for topic title transfered from post subject
2 Added topic check before storing post (reported by marco)
3 Removed unnecessary forum option 'allow_attachments'
4 Other minor fixes

Example for MySQL 4.1- incompatibility: 
 update error: 
UPDATE 
xoops_bb_forums 
SET 
xoops_bb_forums.forum_last_post_id = @last_post =
( SELECT MAX(post_id) AS 
last_post FROM xoops_bb_posts WHERE 
approved=1 AND forum_id = xoops_bb_forums.forum_id ) 
WHERE 
xoops_bb_forums.forum_last_post_id  @last_post  
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It does not make any consequence except inconsistent data are not reconciled, in case you
have such data
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